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Be it known that I joHN F'. HAWBMEYER, 

a citizen of the United States, and a resident 
of Ardsley-on-Hudsom, county Of West 

à chester, State of New York, have in wented 
an Improvement in Bar SpacerS for Con 
crete Construction of which the following 
is a specification. 

. The present invention relates to concrete 
10 construction and has reference more particu 

larly to bar spacers - Of the type used for 
holding in desired spaced relation the 
Several turns of helical coils usually em 
ployed in concrete columns to prevent lateral 

l5 rupture. 
. The inwention has for an object to pro 
wide an improved dewice of this type and 
more particularly one which can be cheaphy 
manufactured and assembled either in " the 

20 factory or in the field. 
Spacers of the type described, as commonly 

manufactured, have a Web which in use lies 
in a plane substantially radial to the helical 
coil, and it is prowided with notches cut 

25 deeply into the side thereof to receive the 
Successiwe turns of the coil. These notches 
are commonly made Substantially deeper 

. than the diameter of the bars_received there 
in, and means is prowided for closing the 

30 outer portion of the slot, after the insertion 
of the bar. The strength of spacers of this 
type both in tension and in compression is 
obwiously that of the Smallest section which 
is that adjacent the coil-receiving notch, and 

8b therefore is relatively limited as compared 
with the weight of the bar on account of 
the deep slotS. ? 
The present invention affords an im 

prowed means for securing the bars or coils 
40 to the spacer whereby relatively deep 

motches in the edge of the spacer web are un 
necessary, and therefore the invention makes 
possible the use of SpacerS of lighter weight 
requiring leSS material. 

45 The nature and objects of the invention 
will be better understood from a descrip 
tion of a particular embodiment thereof, 
reference being had to the accompanying 
drawings, in Which-- 

50 Figure 1 is a wiew in elevation of a helical 
coil assembled with two bar Spacers embody 
ing the principle of the invention; 
Figure 2 is a similar view of the same but 

showing the parts infolded relation for 56 storage, handling Or Shipping; 

Figures 3 and 4 are detail wiews in elew? 
tion and perspectiwe showing the manner 
of Securing a bar in position against the bar 
spacer by means of a specially designed Se 
(?turing clip constructed" in accordance with 
the inwention; 
Figure 5 is a perspective view of the clip. 
In the structure shown in the drawingS, 

for the purpose of illustrating the invention, 
bar Spacers 5 engage opposite Sides Of a 
helical coil 6 to hold the successive turns 
thereof in Suitable spaced relation. 
The spacers may conveniently be formed 

of angle iron as shown, one web ? of which 
lies in a , plane radial to the coil and the 
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70 
turns of the coil are held in place primarily · 
by retaining clips 10, which encircle the bars 
or turns of the coil and suitably engage the 
spacer. Preferably notches are formed in 
the engaged edge of the web ? Of Sufficient 
depth more certainly to prevent lateral 
slipping Of the bars along the spacer. It 
should be noted that the notches, which may 
be of any shape desired, the arcuate shape 
shown being merely illustrative, need not be 
of any particular size or shape to hold a 
bar of giwen Size against slipping. A.C- 
cordingly, one standard form of spacer may 
be used with rods or Wire of many com 
mercial sizes. The clips are of a form to 
facilitate rapid assembly. The arrangement 
illustrated brings the rods Or wire out be 
yond the Spacer and close to the Surface 
of the concrete for the reason that only the 
thickness of the clips projects beyond the 
rods, the SpacerS being almost entirely with 
in the coil and therefore relatively far from 
the Surface of the Concrete. 
One, form of clip is shown in Figure}. 

It is formed of Wire bent to prowide a U 
shaped portion, to encircle the element to be 
retained, and end portions bent into a plane 
Substantially at a right angle, or preferably 
Somewhat less than a, right angle, to the 
body of the clip for convenient insertion 
laterally through suitable holes 12 in the 
radial web 7. One or both of the end por 
tions are so arranged that when finally posi 
tioned in the holes 12 in the radial Web the 
clip will be held against accidental dis 
placement. AS shown, both end portions of 
the clip_are arranged to be bent against the 
Web and parallel_to the body of the clip 
when inserted so that they will bear against 
the web in a manner to prevent displace 
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ment ' of the clip or turning of the Spager, 
The spacer therefore, if in the form of a, 
flat bar, is positioned to present, maximum 
rigidity. ; " ~ · · · · · · · · · · · · 

The clips may, if desired, be inserted in 
the spacer, Some from One side ?und . SOme 
from the other', thus more reliably prevent 
ing '?accidental turning Of the Spacer, but ? 
Ordinarily that is not necessary. If desired, 
the clips may be made Somewhat .. loOSe tO 
{'acilitate folding of the heliCal coils.' 
. The holes 12 are shOWn as rather la 1'ge t() 
facilitate , rapid insertion of the clips ? and 
the arrangement is such that bifurcated 
tools may be employed to bend both ends Off 
the clips at the time of insertion. 
Warious possible embodimentS }may be 

made. Of the in wention and warious changeS 
in the embodiment described may be made, 
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* I claim as my in wention : ^ ? 

1. In a bar spacer for use in , cOncrete 
Construction. the combination with a ba1'- 
Supporting member having a Web and a. Se 
I'ies of relatively shalloW, Spaced ba1'+en 
gaging notches in a free edge · Of Said Web. 
Said notches being of less depth than the di 
ameter of the bar to be received therein, of 
wire clips secured in the web adjacent the 

30 notches "" and extending: OutWardly beyond 
the edge of the Web to encircle the bars. 

2. In a bar spacer for use , in” concrete 
Construction, the combination With a bar'• 
Supporting member hawing a Web and a "Se 
ries of ]''elatively shalloW, Spaced bar-en 

", gaging notches in a free edge of said Web', 
| said notches. being of less depth than the 
diameter of the bar to be received therein, 
and clip-receiving holes adjacent said 
notches. On either side thereof. Of U-shaped 
wire clips, each having end portions, bent 
into a plane at right angles to the body 
of the clip, adapted to be inserted ? in $?id 
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| holes ? and adapted to be beint to provide 
'etaining means to hold the clip im ?pplied 
position. ~ ~ ~ 

8. In a bar, spacer for...), use in : COnCrete 
construction, the combination With a bar 
Supporting member hawing a Web and a Se" 
ries of Irelatively shalloW, Spaced bar-engag-- 
ing : notches in a · · free edge of Said Web, 
said notches being Of leSS depth than the ' 
diameter of the bar. to be received there | in, clip-}'eceiving_holes , adjacent ºr $aid 
notches on either side thereof, of U-shaped 
wire clips each having bendable end por— 

| tions lying in a plane. Substantially at fight 
angles to the plane of the ''body of thie glip 
adapted to be inserted in said $lots; thé firée 
ends of the clips being arratiged to be beiit 
into · locking position to hold the clips in 
place. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 

? 4. In a, b?r spacer, for use ith comicréte 
construction, the "combination with a 'bar'- 

| Supporting member h?wing a Web arld ? Šé 
| ries':'of relatively " shallow, sp?ced b?r-éh 
gaging notches in a free, edge of s?id web, 
said, miotches being of less depth th?h the 

| diameter of the bar to be received théré 
in; of U-shaped wire clips each httawing "i" 
end portion bent , at a right, angle_t{ 
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body of the clip, one end beifig fb to '' proWide retainifig miéafis opératWé to m?in 
tain the clip in position on thé Wéb, .. '' 
* 5. A bar sp?ger forüsé ih concrete got struction comprising. a bar-supporting rieti 
ber presenting a Web arranged tó, lie iit ? 
plane at right angles to the bars Stupported 
by it and provided. With pairs of'$paced 
holes and clips ?dapted to eiicirclé,'$p?ced 80 
bars and be secured in_said holes to Sécufe · 
the bars againist the edge of ??id Web. . " " 

In testimony Whereof, I have $ignéd my 
name to this specification this 21st day of 
February, 1922; ' ' ', · · · · · · ? · ??..- . 

JOHN F. HAWE}MEYFR. . . 

  


